The group IVA fractionally crystallized iron meteorites display a diverse range of metallographic cooling rates. These have been attributed to their formation in a metallic core, approximately 150 km in radius, that cooled to crystallization in the absence of any appreciable insulating mantle. Here we build upon this formation model by incorporating several new constraints.
Introduction 1
Amongst the oldest melted rocks in the solar system, fractionally crystal-2 lized iron meteorites provide insight on the early stages of planet formation. 
33
One formation scenario that reasonably explains these properties (see account newly available constraints on the evolution of the IVA parent core.
55
In §2 we present a fractional crystallization model to provide context for the have been insignificant in the overall thermal budget of the IVA parent body.
139
The thermal model assumes that the IVA core was fully formed at 4567.7, 
163
The release of energy from the decay of 60 Fe prolongs cooling and reduces 164 cooling rates. Thus, the body in Figure 2A , which is only 50 km in radius,
165
exhibits cooling rates as small as 140 K/Myr at its center during the forma- of the IVA range of WP rates. As such, a radius of 50 km is a lower limit for 177 a core to be able to reproduce the IVA cooling rate data.
178
An upper limit for the size of the IVA core is depicted in Figure 2B . In The age of Muonionalusta further constrains the size of the IVA core.
187 Figure 3 shows the times at which different depths in exposed cores reach U- is reproduced for a core 110 km in radius.
194
Matching both the cooling rates ( Fig. 2 ) and the U-Pb age at the ex- 
286
Our model does not treat the convection of molten material, which would 287 occur for melt fractions > 50%. For the Fe-Ni-S system, the assumed initial 288 temperature of 1750 K would correspond to high degrees of partial melting.
289
The details of convective processes in an exposed molten core are not well 
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294
The ability of our model to reproduce the IVA cooling rates is unaffected 
323
This difference is insignificant relative to other uncertainties in the model. 
348
The size constraints for the IVA core are similarly unaffected by times of 349 accretion up to 1.5 Myr. Delayed accretion effectively shifts the curves in
350
Figure 3 upwards, producing no change in the upper limit for the core size.
351
In other words, the point of intersection of the 0.7R curve and the age of
352
Muonionalusta will never shift to larger radii with later times of accretion.
353
Delayed accretion also has little effect on the lower size limit. than half that of an R=100-km core (Fig. 3) 
